
Horizon Renewable 
Energy Education Set
Use renewable solar power to create hydrogen fuel 
from water and learn the workings of a renewable 
energy system from start to finish. Explore clean 
energy sources and fuel cell technology.

Item # P4-2023   $389

Eclipse Glasses
These inexpensive glasses allow you to safely  
and directly view eclipses, sun spots and other  
solar phenomenon.
Item # P3-6450   Get a quote for  
                 bulk discounts
                 Call 1-800-367-6695

Reserve Yours Now
Solar Eclipse on October 14, 2023 and April 8, 2024

Scan me for an instructional how-to video

TOM TRAPP
Science & STEM National Consultant
TTrapp@ArborSci.com | 402-960-5578
ScienceSolutionsMatter.com  ©2023

CLIMATE SCIENCE

NEWNEW  ArborSci.com Website
Curated Materials Lists

• By Discipline, Subject, & Topic 
• Variable Class Size & Lab Group
• Planning Tool

Free Resources for Teachers
• Teacher-Developed Instructional Guides
• How-To Videos: to Use & Teach
• Teacher-Authored Blogs
• ESSER Funding Updates
• Self-Directed Quoting Tool

NEWNEW  Professional Services
Experienced Science Consultant

• Custom Proposals, Solutions, and Assistance

Our Science CataList 
Needed Materials in an  
Easy–to–Use Format
Our science planning, grant writing, inventorying  
or outfitting tool and is available as a PDF or Excel,  
and links to product descriptions for more 
information.

Curated Materials Lists 
Fast & Efficient Planning WITH Confidence
Our integrated web tool suggests recommended 
products and quantities that serve as prescriptive 
starter lists for specific science programs, courses, 
and/or topics.

SCIENCE SOLUTIONS MATTER

1556 Woodland Drive
Saline, MI 48176-1630
1-800-367-6695 
arborsci.com

NEW 
Gyrocsope 

Wheel

Demonstrate  angular momentum or precession with ease!

Spring 2023

arborsci.com1.800.367.6695

Hundreds of products inside… Hundreds more online.

LOW PRICES

MORE VALUE

HIGH QUALITY

 EVERYTHING TO STOCK
LAB!

YOUR ENTIRE

New Federal Funding  
For Science 

Scan to learn more!



Digital Newton Meter
Measuring force is quick and precise with this new 
Digital Newton Meter! It can measure forces from .01 
N to 20.00 N and display them clearly.

Item # 01-7000   $49
                 Buy 6+ for $45.60 each

Introductory Optical System
This simple but elegant Optical System is designed 
for basic optics experiments, and a great alternative 
to the traditional mounted optical benches.

Item # 92-7700   $88
                 Buy 6+ for $81 each

FEATURED EXCLUSIVE PRODUCTS THAT ENGAGE TEACHERS AND STUDENTS ALIKE

Scan me for an instructional how-to video

Investigating Electrical Circuits
Students learn the fundamentals of electricity by 
building various circuits and then are introduced 
to the concepts of voltage, resistance, and electrical 
currents.

Item # 96-1500   $89
                 Buy 6+ for $83 each

Miniature Digital
Voltmeter and Ammeter
Designed to clip right into your circuit. They come 
with alligator clip leads, have a small size and 
features an elegant design that makes it easy to 
measure current.

Item # 96-8085   $47    Item # 96-8080   $47
Buy 6+ for $44.20 each      Buy 6+ for $44.20 each

Scan me for an instructional how-to video

Scan me for an instructional how-to video

What Teachers Say About Arbor Scientific...

“  I continue to purchase equipment from 
Arbor because they are a reputable source for 
hands-on equipment for my students that is 
reasonably priced and useful. I like that I can 
get class sets of equipment that reliably work, 
no matter which student I hand it to. ”

— Bree Barnett Dreyfuss 
High School Physics Teacher, Pleasanton, CA 

STEP UP Ambassador Program Coordinator 
American Association of Physics Teachers-AAPT

“  I choose to do business with Arbor because the 
people are always helpful and they have fun 
equipment that students aren’t afraid to play 
with. Arbor has science equipment that doesn’t 
look like science equipment. Arbor’s product 
line is more approachable for students. ”

—  Chris Bruhn 
High School Physics Teacher, Hurst, TX

“  I always trust that Arbor Scientific is finding 
the best apparatus for teaching physics. I am 
impressed both by what they have in their 
catalog and by their willingness to seek out 
excellent equipment year after year.  The quality 
is always high and the price is always fair. They 
really do find the cool stuff. ”

— James Lincoln 
Teacher, Workshop Director, Southern CA 

Past-President SCAAPT


